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What is short-duration, high-intensity rainfall?
• <= 1 hour duration
• Intense enough to cause impacts
• In general for work shown, depths ~ >0.25 in/15 min,
>0.5 in/hour

Post-fire debris flows triggered by short-duration, high-intensity rainfall
• 15-minute rainfall duration best
predictor of post-fire debris flow
activity
• Antecedent rainfall, storm total
rainfall of limited importance
• 30-min duration best relationship to
post-fire flash floods in San Gabriel
Mtns. (Liu et al. 2021 NHESS)
• Also: flash floods, landslide trigger,
roadway flooding, combined sewer
overflow…

M. Eliason/SB County

Post-fire debris flow on the Sherpa Fire burn scar in Santa Barbara
County, Jan 20 2017 Schwartz et al. 2021, E&EG

NCFRs: One feature that can produce short-duration, high intensity rainfall
• NCFR= Narrow Cold Frontal Rainband
• Narrow band of high-intensity rainfall
along a cold front
• Common (but not exclusive) feature
triggering post-fire debris flows in CA
• Recent study provides climatology of
NCFRs in SoCal Bight

Radar imagery of Feb. 18 2017 NCFR over
SoCal de Orla-Barile et al. 2021, GRL

NCFRs are a common feature in the Southern CA Bight
• 94 NCFRs identified 1995-2020
• Average 3 events per year, range from
0-10 across all years
• Most prevalent Dec-Mar, peak in Feb
• 2/3 of NCFR events identified were
associated with atmospheric rivers
• Typically associated with storms
intensifying (pressure falling) west of
Bight
• 60% of events associated with at least
1 NWS “warning” in region
Maximum radar reflectivity from 91 NCFRs
de Orla-Barile et al. 2021, GRL

December 14 2021: Weak AR had embedded NCFR, intense rainfall

2020 Bond Fire
burn scar
I15 threshold exceeded for 49 min.

AR1 in SoCal

15-min rainfall intensity (I15)

OC Fire Authority
CGS 2022, in prep.

December 14 2021 Weak AR/NCFR impacted Bond Fire burn scar
Impacts:
• One home knocked off
foundation
• Mud and debris blocking roads
• Debris flows and flood waters
impacting several residential
properties
• Ruptured water supply line

Home destroyed by Dec 14 debris flow on Bond Fire. Photo: CGS
From CGS 2022, in prep

How well does HRRR model perform for short-duration, high intensity rainfall?
• HRRR is NOAA operational
mesoscale model
• Run hourly out 18h
• 3km spatial resolution
• 1h rainfall evaluated
• HRRR evaluated against QC’d
data from ALERT and RAWS
gauges
• “Widespread” events with >20
gauges across region observing
>=10 mm h-1 (0.4 in h-1)
• 18 storm events 2017-2021
Odell et al. in prep

HRRR generally underestimates 1h rainfall across all events
• Performance averaged across all gauges, lead
times for each event
• 3 methods: Nearest Neighbor, 12 km
Neighborhood Max., 12 km “Best”
• Average RMSE 8.1 mm (~0.3 in) across events for
12 km Neighborhood Max (NM)
• Performance dependent on storm
characteristics:
• Better when well-defined synoptic features
(strong cold front, AR, jet) that are
weakening/unchanging
• Worse for intensifying systems, convective
events
Odell et al. in prep

worse

better

How can we enhance decision support for burn scars during incoming storms?

Major debris
flow in Jan 2018

USGS Emergency Assessment of Post-Fire Debris-Flow Hazards
for 2017 Thomas Fire in Santa Barbara County
https://landslides.usgs.gov/hazards/postfire_debrisflow/

From Kean et al. 2019, Geosphere

How can we enhance decision support for burn scars during incoming storms?

Major debris
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USGS Emergency Assessment of Post-Fire Debris-Flow Hazards
for 2017 Thomas Fire in Santa Barbara County
https://landslides.usgs.gov/hazards/postfire_debrisflow/

Example of a 1h rainfall forecast from the HRRR
model (3km resolution)

Can we operationalize the debris flow likelihood/volume model to give probabilistic
information for an incoming storm?

Operational West-WRF model used for research simulations
West-WRF Model Forecasts

CW3E operationally runs West-WRF model:
• 3 km, 9 km deterministic
• 9 km, 200-member ensemble DecemberMarch
We cannot observe every detail of atmosphere’s initial state
• Run 1x/day (00 UTC)
helps
us see how
differences
in initial conditions affect forecast outcomes
•Ensemble
New 15 min
precipitation
display
coming
Less spread provides more confidence in an outcome
next year!
Using West-WRF in “research mode”:
• 1 km resolution
• 100-member ensemble simulation for
two NCFR storms
• Jan 9 2018, Feb 2 2019
• 24h forecast lead time
Run on COMET supercomputer!

https://cw3e.ucsd.edu/west-wrf/
Oakley et al. in prep., in collab. with University of Arizona

Variability across
ensemble members
• Example shows Jan. 9 2018
event simulation
• 24h forecast lead time
• 5-min rainfall at approximate
time Montecito debris flows
began
• Only 4 of 100 ensemble
members shown here
• Variability of timing, intensity,
spatial structure of precipitation
in NCFR  variability in debris
flow outcomes

Let’s compare West-WRF ensemble forecast to ALERT gauge observations
Doulton Tunnel, 1775 ft

from County of Santa Barbara Public Works

Observations captured in ensemble but many members too low
Comparing ensemble 1h rainfall 24h forecast to observations at Doulton Tunnel ALERT (1775 ft)

13% of members
forecast >25 mm/h

1h rainfall at grid cell where rain gauge is located at time max.
rainfall was observed

*This is a quick first pass, need to account for model
uncertainty in time/space

Results: Average across
100 ensemble members

From 24h forecast for 9 January 2018

West-WRF favors highest
rainfall intensities in
northern, western portions
of burn area.
Highest standard deviation
in western portion.
Method: For West-WRF 1km grid cells within each watershed, and for each of 100
forecast ensemble members:
• Calculate maximum 15-min rainfall intensity at each 1km grid cell
• Calculate mean 15-min intensity among grid cells for each watershed
• Use the mean intensity as input to debris flow likelihood/volume model

Results: Average across
100 ensemble members

Mean probability of debris
flow occurrence across 100
ensemble members
Probability based on slope,
soil burn severity, erodibility,
15-min rainfall intensity

From 24h forecast for 9 January 2018

Results: Average across
100 ensemble members

Mean debris flow volume
category across 100
ensemble members
Volume based on watershed
relief, area burned at
mod/high severity, 15 min
rainfall intensity

From 24h forecast for 9 January 2018

Results: Number of ensemble members over various thresholds

How many ensemble members predict
likelihood of debris flow >80% in each
watershed?
Calculate for any threshold of interest for
likelihood or volume

Results: Number of ensemble members over various thresholds
Combined Hazard Class: combines debris flow
probability and volume to classify hazard as low,
moderate, high
Probabilities ranked in classes 1-5
Volume ranked in classes 1-4
Probability class + Volume class = Combined Hazard (CH)

CH 2-3 = Combined Hazard Class 1 LOW
CH 4-6 = 2 MODERATE
CH 7-9 = 3 HIGH

Summary: An experiment to explore probabilistic information for decision-making on
burn scars with incoming storms
CHC info from USGS: https://landslides.usgs.gov/hazards/postfire_debrisflow/

ALERT data are valuable for research on rainfall extremes

• Provide information in remote areas
• Provide sub-hourly data critical for
studies on post-fire hydrologic
hazards
• Very useful for event-based studies,
rainfall extreme studies
• Challenges with climatological
analyses
Spring Creek gauge in Santa Rosa during 1000-year 24h rainfall
event in October 2021

A few things that would help us use ALERT gauges in research…
• More metadata!
• e.g., for interval data, does timestamp
represent top/bottom of the hour?
• Showcase stations with excellent records
• Ability to download multiple years or a web
services capability
• More uniformity in data format and access
across ALERT operators
How can we benefit ALERT network operators by using these gauges in research?

Assessing the 2021 Alisal burn scar for post-fire hydrologic hazards

Thank you!
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Looking down on Refugio Canyon after Alisal Fire

Summary
• ALERT rain gauge data have immense value for research on rainfall
events or exploration of extremes
• Narrow Cold Frontal Rainbands are a common feature in SoCal capable
of producing damaging high-intensity rainfall
• Atmospheric River presence/absence or strength is not an indicator of
whether high-intensity rainfall may occur
• HRRR (operational mesoscale forecast model) tends to underpredict
1h high-intensity rainfall in SoCal by several mm
• Ensemble rainfall forecasts, coupled with debris flow models, can
provide probabilistic information to support decision-making for burn
scars

Future work
• Inundation modeling for debris flows
• Operationalizing rainfall forecast-todebris flow model tool
• Studies to highlight the value,
uniqueness and necessity of sub-daily
and sub-hourly observations
• Climate change and rainfall
intensification at sub-daily timescales
D. Lindsay/CGS
Debris flow(s) from Dolan Fire during an atmospheric river with
embedded NCFR in January 2021 damaged Highway 1 in Big Sur

